Orienting tetramolecular G-quadruplex formation: the quest for the elusive RNA antiparallel quadruplex.
DNA and RNA G-quadruplexes (G4) are unusual nucleic acid structures involved in a number of key biological processes. RNA G-quadruplexes are less studied although recent evidence demonstrates that they are biologically relevant. Compared to DNA quadruplexes, RNA G4 are generally more stable and less polymorphic. Duplexes and quadruplexes may be combined to obtain pure tetrameric species. Here, we investigated whether classical antiparallel duplexes can drive the formation of antiparallel tetramolecular quadruplexes. This concept was first successfully applied to DNA G4. In contrast, RNA G4 were found to be much more unwilling to adopt the forced antiparallel orientation, highlighting that the reason RNA adopts a different structure must not be sought in the loops but in the G-stem structure itself. RNA antiparallel G4 formation is likely to be restricted to a very small set of peculiar sequences, in which other structural features overcome the formidable intrinsic barrier preventing its formation.